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Adventure

**DVD 537 The Great Adventure.**
During the Gold Rush two spunky kids are befriended by a courageous German Shepherd named Buck as they struggle through a cruel Yukon winter to reach Dawson City. Joining forces with two young prospectors, they manage to survive marauding wolves and murderous natives. Starring Jack Palance and Joan Collins. Sequel to: Call of the Wild. Not rated. 1976. (ADV)

**DVD 569 The Sundowners.**
In the Australian outback during the 1920s, the Carmody family wanders from place to place, following work or a whim, living out of their wagon, battling the elements, each other, and the fates in a land that can be as harsh as it is beautiful. Starring Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Peter Ustinov, Glynis Johns, and Chips Rafferty. Not rated. 1960. (ADV)

**DVD 544 The Snows of Kilimanjaro.**
Gravely injured while on safari in Africa, a successful but world-weary novelist lies on a cot in the shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro watching the vultures gather and brooding on his life and loves. It is a drama filled with high adventure, hair-raising exploits and passionate affairs set in Paris, the French Riviera, the Spanish Civil War, and Africa. Starring Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, and Susan Hayward. Not rated. 1952 (ADV)

**DVD 523 High Risk.**
John Stone and three pals parachute into the South American jungle, sneak into the compound of a cocaine czar, crack his safe, steal all his money, and escape into the jungle. Now all they have to do is get back home with their

**Florida**

**DVD 522 Black Water Gold.**
While collecting specimens off the Florida keys, scuba diver Ray Sandage witnesses the murder of two men. Then, nearby he finds artifacts from a sunken Spanish galleon. But the man behind the murders is also after the treasure. As Ray and his partners discover, this man will stop at nothing to get what he wants. Starring: Keir Dullea, Ricardo Montalban, and Bradford Dillman. Not rated. 1969. (ADV)

**DVD 520 Daniel Boone.**
In 1775, frontiersman Daniel Boone leads a company of settlers from Virginia into the Kentucky wilderness to start a new colony. Along the way, one of the men is exposed as a coward. The settlers soon learn that the coward has stolen their land deed. Daniel must return to Virginia to plead their case. High adventure on the colonial frontier. Starring George O'Brien and John Carradine. Not rated. 1936. (ADV)

**DVD 556 Beyond Justice.**
When her young son is abducted by his grandfather, a powerful Arab Emir, a strong-willed businesswoman hires a mercenary and his team to bring him back. In his desert domain, the Emir's will is law and he maintains a well-equipped personal army to impose it. Starring Carol Alt, Rutger Hauer, and Omar Sharif. Rated PG-13. 1992. (ADV)

**Animal**

**DVD 525 Call of the Wild.**
In the midst of the Klondike gold rush, adventurer John Thornton makes an acquaintance who will become his boon companion: a German Shepherd named Buck. As they mush from Skagway to Dawson City carrying the mail, and helping each other endure and then triumph over adversity, they form a deep and lasting bond. An adaptation of Jack London’s classic wilderness saga. Starring Charlton Heston. Rated: PG. 1972 (ANM)
**Classics**

**DVD 581 The Prince and the Pauper.**
Toward the end of King Henry VIII's reign, a pauper boy, Tom Canty, takes refuge in the palace grounds where he encounters his double who just happens to be Prince Edward. The prince pursuades Tom to change places so he can explore the world outside. Merriment and misadventure ensue when the boys become trapped in their unaccustomed roles. Starring Alan Bates and Aidan Quinn. Not rated. 2000. (CLA)

**DVD 509 Scarlet Letter.**
A faithful adaptation of Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic tale of sin and redemption set in colonial Massachusetts in the 1600s. Beautiful Hester has a daughter out of wedlock and keeps the father's name a secret. In shame, she must wear the scarlet letter. Starring Colleen Moore and Allan Hale. Not rated. 1934. (CLA)

**DVD 566 Scrooge.**
The theme of redemption is marvelously illustrated in Scrooge's new-found love of the season precipitated by the visitations of the three ghosts--Christmas Past, Christmas Present, and Christmas Future. Alastair Sim provides the defining role as Ebenezer Scrooge in this retelling of a classic Dickens tale. Not rated. 1951. (CLA)

**DVD 552 Jane Eyre.**
After years of harsh conditions and ill treatment in an orphanage, Jane Eyre becomes the governess in Thornfield Hall. Her spirit and wit attract her employer, the brooding Mr. Rochester and despite the rigid social order that separates them, they fall in love. But a dark secret threatens to destroy their happiness. Starring Geroge C. Scott and Susannah York. Not rated. 1970 (CLA)

**DVD 586 David Copperfield.**
Now a successful author, David Copperfield returns to England to find himself obsessed with memories from his childhood in this fine adaptation of the Dickens' classic. Starring Robin Phillips, Laurence Olivier, Richard Attenborough, Michael Redgrace, Ralph Richardson, and Wendy Hiller. Not rated. 1969. (CLA)

**Drama**

**DVD 538 And Then There Were None.**
At the invitation of an unknown host, ten total strangers are assembled to
spend the weekend in an imposing manor on a remote island. Each of the guests has a dark secret in their past. One-by-one they start turning up dead, each dispatched by a bizarre twist on the verses of a nursery rhyme. Will any of them survive? And, who is behind the macabre murders? Starring Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Huston, Roland Young, and Judith Anderson. Not rated. 1945. (DRA)

**DVD 539 The Quiet Man.**

Hoping to find his roots, Sean Thornton, a recently retired American prizefighter, returns to his ancestral home in a small Irish village, where he falls hard for a ravishing redhead colleen who is no less smitten with him. Their love match is opposed by her loutish ill-tempered brother. Finally, Sean is forced to fight for her hand and her heart in a bareknuckled brawl. Starring John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara, Victor McLaglen, and Barry Fitzgerald. Not rated. 1952. (DRA)

**DVD 535 The Picture of Dorian Gray.**

One afternoon handsome young Dorian Gray makes a fervent wish that his newly painted portrait might age while he remains forever youthful and unblemished. He discovers his wish has been granted. His picture ages revealing the true depth of his depravity while he remains unchanged... on the outside. Starring George Sanders, Hurd Hatfield, Angela Lansbury, and Peter Lawford. Not rated. 1945. (DRA)

**DVD 542 The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp.**

This is the tale of a gentleman, General Clive Wynne-Candy. From his career as a dashing young officer nicknamed "Sugar" to his lifelong friendship with a romantic rival and finally to his rescue of the same old friend in WWII. Starring Roger Livesey and Deborah Kerr. Not rated. 1943. (DRA)

**DVD 548 Shattered Glass.**

In the late 1990s Stephen Glass is the youngest of the writers at America's pre-eminent magazine of political analysis and commentary. A writer at a small magazine discovers a discrepancy in one of Stephen's articles. As he digs deeper a terrible truth emerges that will ruin Stephen's career and cause a scandal. Starring Hayden Christensen and Chloe Sevigny. Rated PG-13. 2003. (DRA)

**DVD 532 Burning Rage.**

Kate Bishop is a government geologist investigating a coal mine fire under the little town of Vashti, Tennessee. There she finds romance with a local wildlife manager and find they are pitted against a mining tycoon whose rage threatens to consume the town. Starring Barbara Mandrell, Tom Wopat, Eddy Albert, and John Pleshette. Not rated. 1984. (DRA)
**DVD 531 The Stars Look Down.**
When young Davey Fennick earns a university scholarship, it's a ticket out of "the pit". But Davey has no intention of forgetting his roots. He plans to use his education to improve the grim life of the country's coal miners-starting in his hometown. The mine is in danger of flooding and after his warnings are ignored, Davey and a rescue team strive to reach trapped miners before it's too late. Starring Michael Redgrave, Margaret Lockwood, and Emlyn Williams. Not rated. 1939. (DRA)

**DVD 536 The Fixer.**
Upscale lawyer Jack Killoran is indispensable to the small clique that runs Chicago because of his connections. He's grown wealthy greasing the wheel and the palms of the powerful on both sides of the law. But after covering up a wrongful death and then miraculously recovering from a near fatal accident, Jack undergoes a crisis of conscience and determines to change his life. Only there's too much riding on him to let him go. Starring Jon Voight, Brenda Bakke, and Sara Bottsford. Rated R. 1998. (DRA)

**DVD 527 Agent of Influence.**
It's 1964 and the US is locked in the Cold War with the USSR. Acting as an unofficial peacemaker in the deadly standoff is John Watkins, Canada's Ambassador to the Soviet Union. But John's world gets turned upside down when the CIA claims he's a spy and he's detained for questioning. Trapped in an interrogation where the truth is irrelevant and the consequences are potentially devastating, John finds himself in a grim struggle for his career and his life. Based on a true story. Starring Christopher Plummer. Not rated. 2002. (DRA)

**DVD 524 Cry of the Innocent.**
When a small plane crashes into Steve Donnegin's country home killing his wife and children, the excommando is overwhelmed with grief. But his grief turns to cold rage when he learns that the crash was not an accident and he vows revenge. Starring Rod Taylor and Joanna Pettet. Not rated. 1980. (DRA)
DVD 521 The Cooler.
Bernie Lootz is the unluckiest man in Las Vegas. His bad luck is so contagious that Shelly Kaplow, the last of the old-school casino managers, employs Bernie to jinx the winning streaks of any high rollers. Although he plans to leave the casino, Bernie falls for Natalie, a new cocktail waitress and, to his amazement, she falls for him. They're about to give a whole new meaning to "unlucky in love." Starring William H. Macy, Alec Baldwin, and Maria Bello. Rated: R. 2003. (DRA)

DVD 517 The Miracle of the Cards.
Craig Shergold (Thomas Sangster) is an eight-year-old English boy struck with a deadly brain cancer. During the course of his lengthy treatment, Craig shocks the world by breaking the Guinness Record for receiving an astonishing 1.3 million cards from well-wishers around the world. When a skeptical reporter (Kirk Cameron) is sent to investigate the facts behind Craig's story, his cynical suspicions are shattered. This heartwarming true story of love and faith in the face of death also stars Catherine Oxenberg, Richard Thomas, and Peter Wingfield. Not rated. 2001.

DVD 512 The Trial.
In this striking adaptation of a classic novel, a young middle-manager and seemingly model citizen wakes up one morning to find the police searching his apartment. Arrested for unspecified crimes, he's released but kept under close surveillance pending the trial. Features Anthony Perkins, Romy Schneider, Jeanne Moreau, and Orson Welles. Not rated. 1963.

DVD 510 Hercules Unchained.
Steve Reeves returns as Hercules, now married to the lovely Iole (Silva Koscina) and traveling to Thebes to judge a dispute over the rights to the throne. Along the way, Hercules is seduced by the evil Queen Amphale whose drink makes him lose his memory. It all ends up in a great ruckus with sword fights, chariots, and Hercules manfully tossing heavy furniture. Big fun in every way. Not rated. 1960.
**DVD 507 Woman on the Run.**
Hilarious and hair-raising, this is a terrific crime drama. After witnessing a gangland murder, Frank Johnson (Ross Elliott) goes into hiding from the killer and the cops. His wife Eleanor (Ann Sheridan) worries that Frank is running from her. She wants to find him but so does a hired killer out to eliminate the witness and he is watching her closely. Who will find Frank first? Not rated. 1951. (DRA)

**DVD 506 Giant of Marathon.**
Phillipedes (Steve Reeves) is Captain of the Sacred Guard in Athens. He even has the heart of Andromeda, the beautiful daughter of a city councilor. But her betrothed Theocratus plots with traitors to help the Persians invade Greece. Phillipedes is sent to Sparta to ask for help. Can he reach the Spartans in time? Will he save Andromeda from her jealous suitor? Enjoy superb battle action sequences and Reeves at the peak of his career. Not rated. 1959. (DRA)

**DVD 505 David and Goliath.**
This Biblical epic has it all: dancing girls, battle scenes, Orson Welles as King Saul, and the classic brawl between David and the giant Philistine. Not rated. 1960. (DRA)

**DVD 503 Antony and Cleopatra.**
Beautiful Cleopatra tempts Marc Antony away from Rome's Eastern Empire. With her backing he battles his rival, Octavius Caesar, only to be abandoned in defeat. Yet his passion for her is so strong that, hearing of her death, he kills himself. Cleopatra is alive but prefers death to becoming a trophy of Rome. This Royal Shakespeare Company production stars Patrick Stewart as Enobarbus and Corin Redgrave as Octavius. 1974. (DRA)

**DVD 526 The Snow Walker.**
Stranded in the high Arctic after his bush plane crashes, maverick pilot Charlie Halliday is brashly confident that he'll get out alive. Leaving Kanaalaq, the ailing young Inuit woman he was flying to a hospital, he makes a disastrous solo attempt to walk out of the vast wilderness. After his ignorance almost gets him killed, Charlie realizes that Kanaalaq's understanding of this unforgiving environment offers their only hope of survival. Starring Barry Pepper and Annabella Piugattuk. Rated: PG. 2003. (DRA)

**DVD 576 The Glory Boys.**
An Israeli nuclear scientist on an international speaking tour is the target of an odd pair of assassins: a novice but fanatical PLO terrorist and a young but experienced IRA professional. His only protection is two Israeli security agents
and a maverick spycatcher engaged by the British Secret Service. Starring Rod Steiger and Anthony Perkins. Rated PG. 1984 (DRA)

**DVD 563 The Hellbenders.**
Unwilling to accept the outcome of the Civil War, a southern colonel and his three sons massacre a Union Army convoy and hijack a fortune in used bills to finance the rise of a new Confederacy. To reach their base in New Mexico, they must pass through a gauntlet of Union patrols, sheriffs' posses, Mexican bandits, and vengeful Indians. Starring Joseph Cotton, Norma Bengell and Al Mulock. Violence. Not rated. 1993 (DRA)

**DVD 554 A Killing Affair**
Maggie Gresham lives in fear and isolation, kept a virtual prisoner in a remote house deep in the woods by her sadistic husband. One morning Maggie finds him hanging in the smokehouse hacked to death with an axe. A young stranger soon shows up at Maggie’s door and even though he eventually confesses he killed her husband, she is so starved for company she is unable to resist her attraction to him. Contains violence and nudity. Staring Peter Weller and Kathy Baker. Rated R. 1986 (DRA)

**DVD 504 Guilty Conscience.**
Tired of her wealthy husband Arthur's constant philandering, Louise Jamieson demands a costly divorce. Arthur then plots to murder Louise. When Jackie, Arthur's jilted mistress, tells Louise about the scheme, the so-called victim makes plans of her own. Starring Anthony Hopkins, Blythe Danner, and Swoosie Kurtz. Not rated. 1985 (DRA)

**DVD 574 The Bells of St. Mary's.**
Father O'Malley finds himself "up to his neck in nuns" when he's assigned to decide if St. Mary's parish school is worth the extensive renovations it requires. The nuns, led by Sister Benedict, believe the school must be saved, but the chairman of the town council insists it should be condemned. Starring Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman. Not rated. 1945. (DRA)

**DVD 575 Radiance.**
When their mother dies, three very different sisters reunite at her ramshackle house on the coast of Queensland, Australia for the funeral.
Cressy's a successful opera singer who's been everywhere, Mae is embittered by years of caring for Mum alone, and carefree Nona is pregnant from a recent one-night stand. Over the course of 24 hours, skeletons in the family closet begin to rattle and old jealousies and resentments flair as the sisters struggle to come to terms with the past. Starring Ben Oxenbould and Deborah Mailman. Not rated. 1998. (DRA)

**Fantasy**

**DVD 549 Kardia.**
Delft, Holland: 1665. Griet becomes a maid in the household of Johannes Vermeer where her beauty and intuitive understanding of art attract the master painter. But the two must conceal their mutual inspiration from the painter’s jealous wife. The portrait of Griet ordered by a patron rivals the Mona Lisa and causes trouble for all concerned. Starring Scarlett Johansson, Colin Firth, and Tom Wilkinson. Rated PG-13. 2003 (DRA)

**DVD 511 The Hobbit.**
The quiet comfortable life of Bilbo Baggins, hobbit and homebody, takes a turn for high adventure when Gandalf the wizard enlists him to help a group of dwarves recover a vast horde of treasure from Smaug the dragon. Animated version with the voices of John Huston, Orson Bean, Hans Conreid, Otto Preminger, and Richard Boone. Rated G. 1978. (FAN)

**DVD 570 Gung Ho.**
Based on an historic raid, this movie follows the formation of the Second Marine Raider Batallion beginning just seven years after Pearl Harbor. Starring Randolph Scott and Robert Mitchum. Not rated. 1943. (DRA)

**DVD 580 The Fourth Angel.**
Jack Elgin takes his wife and three children on a business trip to India. Their plane gets hijacked on the tarmac; Jack watches as his wife and two daughters are killed when the authorities storm the plane. Jack is shocked to learn that the hijackers have been released. He is left to seek justice for himself. Starring Jeremy Irons, Forest Whitaker, Charlotte Rampling, and Jason Priestley. Rated R. 2001 (DRA)
**Holiday**

**DVD 564 A Season for Miracles.**
In this drama, a young woman steps in to save her niece and nephew from foster care after her sister is hospitalized for yet another overdose. She flees with them to the sleepy town of Bethlehem just before Christmas where a series of kindnesses and coincidences gives the trio a chance for real happiness. Starring Patty Duke, Lynn Redgrave, and Kathy Baker. Not rated. 1999. (HOL)

**DVD 565 A Beachcombers Christmas.**
In Gibsons, British Columbia, Dave McGonigal, who runs Molly's Reach Cafe, hatches a plan for a charity celebrity old-timers hockey game in time for Christmas. But the former con artist soon learns he's been conned by some shifty characters who leave him with bogus auction items and nobody players. Does Dave have any more tricks up his sleeve to save Christmas? Starring Dave Thomas and Jackson Davies. Rated G. 2004 (HOL)

**Horror**

**DVD 546 The Tell-Tale Heart.**
Life changes for Edgar Marsh, a cultured but shy and reclusive bachelor in 19th century Paris, when a beautiful young woman moves into the rooming house across the street. He falls hopelessly in love and she seems to feel the same until she meets his friend Carl. Driven by jealous rage, Edgar extracts a violent revenge, only to be hounded to the brink of madness by guilt. Actors not listed. Not rated. 1962 (HOR)

**Humor**

**DVD 533 The Over-the-Hill Gang.**
Long retired and restless, former Texas Ranger Captain Oren Hayes visits a town where his son-in-law faces an unfair and dangerous fight with the villainous incumbent for the Mayor's office. The Captain calls for the help of his three best men, and they've all seen better days. Using their wits as well as their guns in this rollicking western, these old-timers might just beat the corrupt town leaders and outlaws. Starring Pat O'Brien, Walter Brennan, Edgar Buchanan and Andy Devine. Not rated. 1969. (HUM)
DVD 518 The Over the Hill Gang Rides Again.
Three retired Texas Rangers reunite and set out for Waco to rescue their former comrade-in-arms, the Baltimore Kid. When the old-timers arrive in town, they learn the Wells Fargo office was recently robbed. With the help of The Kid and Waco's newspaper editor, the ex-rangers go to work to solve the case. Sequel to “The Over the Hill Gang”. Starring Walter Brennan, Edgar Buchanan, Chill Wills, and Andy Devine. Rated: G. 1970. (HUM)

DVD 573 The Ransom of Red Chief.
When a couple of thoroughly incompetent conmen kidnap the son of a small town banker and hold him for ransom, they get more than they bargained for. The hyperactive 8-year-old quickly exhausts them with his non-stop chatter and rambunctious hijinks. Starring Christopher Lloyd, Michael Jeter and Haley Joel Osment. Not rated. 1996. (HUM)

Georgi is a kind-hearted fool who works as a shill for a Gypsy charlatan named Yakov. When Georgi’s honesty nearly gets them lynched, Yakov disowns him. In a nearby town, Georgi is mistaken for a very important person. The thoroughly corrupt town councillors compete to buy his favor, and Georgi rises splendidly to the occasion. Staring Danny Kaye, Walter Slezak, Gene Lockhart, Alan Hale, and Elsa Lanchester. Not rated. 1949. (HUM)

DVD 528 The New Adventures of Heidi.
When her beloved grandfather begins to lose his sight, he reluctantly decides that Heidi must leave their mountain home to live with distant cousins in Lucerne. Heartwarming family entertainment filled with songs and humor. Starring Burl Ives, John Gavin, and Katy Kurtzman. Rated: G. 1978. (HUM)

DVD 502 The Andy Griffith Show.
This includes four episodes of the famed TV series with Andy Griffith as the Sheriff of Mayberry. Included are: "Dogs, Dogs. Dogs", "Barney's First Car", "The Darlings are Coming", and "The Great Filling Station Robbery". Rated: G. 1963. (HUM)
**DVD 501 The Lucy Show.**
The irrepressible Lucille Ball stars with Vivian Vance and Gale Gordon in these four, never to be forgotten episodes of the Lucille Ball Show. Includes "The Star Maker", "Lucy Meets Robert Goulet", "Lucy's Barbershop Quartet", and "Lucy and Vivian Shower" (HUM)

**DVD 519 The Flying Deuces.**
On vacation in Paris with Stan, Ollie falls head over heels for the innkeeper's lovely daughter. When his passion proves unrequited, he determines to end it all and Stan barely manages to prevent him from jumping into the Seine. To help Ollie get over his amour, the bumbling boys join the Foreign Legion with hilarious consequences. Starring Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. Not rated. 1939. (HUM)

**DVD 540 Madigan's Million.**
When an American gangster gets killed in Rome just after stashing his bankroll, an inept but dedicated U.S. Treasury agent is sent to locate the loot. Of course, he's hardly the only one looking. Police and former associates, plus the members of a rival mob are all hot on the trail. And then there's the gangster's gorgeous daughter. Starring Dustin Hoffman and Elsa Martinelli. Rated G. 1967. (HUM)

**DVD 555 Topper.**
After a night of carousing, socialites George and Marion Kerby are killed in a car crash. Having enjoyed lives of idle luxury, they've been neither good nor bad enough to get into heaven or hell so they find themselves stuck in limbo. Opting to do a posthumous good deed, they decide to liberate their milquetoast banker friend Cosmo from the regimental routines imposed on him by his wife. Starring Cary Grant, Constance Bennett and Roland Young. Not rated. 1937 (HUM)

**DVD 558 The Merry World of Leopold Z.**
Leopold is urgently called in to work removing snow from the city streets after a record snowfall. While the task is straightforward, the timing is not since Leopold has not done his Christmas shopping and must figure out how to buy gifts in the Christmas Eve frenzy while not leaving his work. Starring Guy L'Ecuyer and Paul Hébert. Not Rated. 1966 (HUM)
**DVD 559 My Man Godfrey.**
When two spoiled socialite sisters visit the city dump in search of a "forgotten man", Godfrey Parks, down on his luck, accepts the role. Intrigued by his amused disdain for their high society crowd, the younger sister, Irene, hires him as the family butler. With humor, humility, and impeccable manners, Godfrey rises to the challenge. A screwball comedy classic. Starring William Powell and Carole Lombard. Not rated. 1936. (HUM)

**Mystery**

**DVD 508 Obsession.**
Dr. Clive Riordan (Robert Newton) snaps when his wife Storm (Sally Gray) has had one too many affairs and her latest lover Phil (Bill Kronin) pays the price. The good doctor locks Phil up until his deadly scheme is ready. Two things interfere; a seemingly dim Superintendent from Scotland Yard, (Naughton Wayne) and a little dog called Monty. Not rated. 1949. (MYS)

**DVD 541 Jamaica Inn.**
England in the early 1800s, where the arm of the law is neither long nor strong, especially on the remote coast of Cornwall where storm-driven ships are lured onto the rocks by the false beacons of wreckers who murder the crew and steal the cargo. And then one night destiny leads a lovely young woman seeking refuge into their midst. Starring Charles Laughton, Robert Newton, Leslie Banks. and Maureen O'Hara. Not rated. 1939. (MYS)

**Romance**

**DVD 579 Anna Karenina.**
In the high society Russia of the tsars, liaisons are overlooked providing they remain discreet. But when the beautiful wife of an important government official falls in love with a handsome cavalry officer and he with her, discretion flies out the window, Starring Vivien Leigh and Ralph Richardson. Not rated. 1948. (ROM)

**DVD 583 Pygmalion.**
Henry Higgins, a confirmed bachelor and professor of phonetics, makes a bet that he can transform a Cockney flower girl into a lady and present her at an ambassadors' ball. The eccentric professor soon discovers that he has a lot to learn about life and love. Starring
Leslie Howard and Wendy Hiller. Not rated. 1938. (ROM)

Rex Harrison. and Margaret Lockwood. Not rated. 1940. (WAR)

**Science Fiction**

**DVD 551 Journey to the Center of Time.**
Three scientists at a private research institute develop a laser drive that makes limited time travel possible under controlled laboratory conditions. When the profit-driven owner of the institute demands to see a demonstration, the scientists agree to take him on a journey. But, the experiment soon goes badly wrong. Starring Scott Brady and Anthony Eisley. Not rated. 1967 (SCF)

**War**

**DVD 560 Night Train to Munich.**
As the world teeters on the brink of WWII, a Nazi agent boldly kidnaps a Czech scientist whose research is vital to the German war machine. But a dashing young British intelligence officer conceives a daring plan to snatch the scientist and his lovely daughter from Hitler's clutches. Starring Paul Heinreid, Gary Cooper, and Helen Hayes. Not rated. 1940. (WAR)

**DVD 561 A Farewell to Arms.**
This sweeping drama, played out against the brutal backdrop of the First World War, tells the unforgettable story of a handsome young American ambulance corpsman who falls passionately in love with a beautiful English nurse. When he's badly wounded, she nurses him back to health. Then he's recalled to the front. Life hangs in the balance for both of them as they struggle to keep their love alive. Starring Gary Cooper and Helen Hayes. Not rated. 1932. (WAR)

**DVD 514 A Walk in the Sun.**
During the Allied invasion of Italy in WWII, an American infantry platoon is given a dangerous assignment: strike inland from the beach and secure a farmhouse as an advance command post. The mission seems doomed from the start. Starring Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, John Ireland, and Lloyd Bridges. Not rated. 1945. (WAR)


**Western**

**DVD 584 McLintock.**
Returning from a lengthy sojourn back East, Kate, the beautiful red-haired wife of a crusty cattle baron, demands a divorce. But her husband George has no intention of granting one because they are still mad about each other—if they could only stop fighting long enough to realize it. Packed with action, humor, romance and grand fights. Starring John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara, Chill Wills, Stephanie Powers, Edgar Buchanan, and Yvonne de Carlo. Not rated. 1963. (WES)

**DVD 577 Guns of Diablo.**
Guiding a wagon train to California, wagon master Linc Murdoch takes young Jamie McPheeters into the town of Diablo for supplies. Their excursion takes an unexpected turn when Linc encounters Maria, a woman he was deeply in love with, but thought he had killed during a shootout with her cruel fiance who is now out for revenge. Starring Charles Bronson and Kurt Russell. Not rated. 1964. (WES)

**DVD 578 Navajo Joe.**
A gang of marauders massacres a band of innocent Navajos to collect the bounty on their scalps. When the local authorities refuse to pay, the marauders terrorize the town. In desperation the townspeople turn to a mysterious stranger who sets out to wreak a terrible vengeance on the evildoers. Starring Burt Reynolds. Not rated. 1966. Violence. (WES)

**DVD 582 The Man Called Noon.**
In this stylish Western based on a Louis L'Amour novel, a gunfighter loses his memory after he's shot and nearly killed in an ambush. With the help of a mysterious outlaw, he survives and manages to elude his would-be killers. Together the two set off on a quest to discover his identity and why unknown parties want him dead. Starring Richard Crenna and Stephen Boyd. Not rated. 1973. (WES)
**DVD 585 The Big Trees.**
In the early 1900’s, maverick lumber baron James Fallon schemes to turn California's giant redwoods into his personal fortune. But a congregation of Quakers, led by the lovely but straitlaced Sister Alicia, are determined to save the trees. Starring Kirk Douglas and Eve Miller. Not rated. 1952. (WES)

**DVD 553 They Call Me Trinity.**
In the old West, Trinity drifts into a Texas border town to find his brother posing as the sheriff. Trinity soon runs up against a local land baron who is plotting to drive a group of Mormons off of their land so he can use it for his horses. Trinity and his brother tutor the Mormons in the manly arts of self-defense. Starring Terence Hill and Bud Spencer. Not rated. 1971 (WES)

**DVD 516 Trinity is Still My Name.**
Two brothers do their best to honor their father's dying wish: that they become successful outlaws. Bambino (Bud Spencer) and younger brother Trinity (Terence Hill) join forces against corrupt monks, a Texas land baron, and a bandit chieftain. This spaghetti Western keeps its tongue firmly in cheek while delivering action, laughs, and smarts. Sequel to “They Call Me Trinity”. Not rated. 1971. (WES)

**DVD 500 Lonesome Dove.**
In 1876, legendary Texas Rangers Gus McCrae (Robert Duvall) and Woodrow Call (Tommy Lee Jones) decide to drive a herd of cows north aiming to become the first cattlemen in Montana. Along the way they battle horse thieves, Indian warriors, a ruthless half-breed renegade in this epic adventure based on Larry McMurtry's best-selling novel.. Not Rated. 1989 (WES)

**DVD 513 Return to Lonesome Dove.**
After returning to Lonesome Dove to bury his partner, Call determines to drive a herd of wild Texas mustangs back up to the Ranch in Montana. Meanwhile, Call's son Newt is rescued from a lynch mob by a local cattle baron with a pretty young wife. Starring: Jon Voight, Barbara Hershey, and Rick Schroder. Sequel to “Lonesome Dove”. Not rated. 1993. (WES)
**DVD 568 The Lawless Frontier and Hell Town.**
Here is a double-bill of vintage John Wayne. In the first he seeks a wily outlaw who killed his father. In the second rousing yarn he plays a footloose free spirit with a weakness for cards. Not rated. 1934 and 1937. (WES)

**DVD 547 Stagecoach.**
Dallas has been drummed out of town for indecency. Doc's been evicted for drunkenness. Lucy's joining her calavry officer husband. Ringo's gunning for his brother's killers. Gatewood the banker is absconding with a payroll. Hatfield the gambler is looking for redemption. And, they're all about to embark on the ride of their lives through Apache territory. Starring John Wayne, Claire Trevor, Thomas Mitchell, Andy Devine, John Carradine, and George Bancroft. Not rated. 1939. (WES)

**DVD 545 One-Eyed Jacks.**
Soon after robbing a bank in Sonora, Mexico, young Rio and his partner Dad Longstreet are surprised by the law. While Rio holds them off Dad slips away but he doesn't return and Rio is captured. Five years later Rio escapes and tracks down his former partner who is now a respectable sheriff and family man. Their reunion is friendly on the surface, but there's bad blood between them waiting to be spilled. Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Some violence. Not rated. 1961. (WES)

**DVD 587 My Outlaw Brother.**
Spunky and quick on the lip, Denny O'Moore, a young Eastern greenhorn journeys to the West to find his long-lost brother Patrick who it turns out has ties to a murderous gang of Mexican raiders. Starring Mickey Rooney and Robert Stack. Not rated. 1951. (WES)

**DVD 571 Gun Crazy.**
Major Patton, a Texas gambler, wins a bet from Molina, a Mexican desperado. Arriving in Mexico, to claim his bet, Patton is soon seduced into marrying the lovely daughter of an immensely wealthy rancher. Starring Richard Widmark and Cesar Romero. Some sexual content. Not rated. 1969. (WES)

**DVD 550 Shane.**
When the fair-haired stranger in buckskin helps the settlers against the cattle rancher intent on driving them from the valley, the rancher hires a black-hatted, black-hearted gunfighter and violence soon follows. The stranger is obliged to put on his gun belt and ride into town for the fated showdown.
Starring Alan Ladd and Jean Arthur. Not rated. 1953. (WES)

**DVD 529 The Manhunt.**
After spending his savings on a couple of racehorses, a young wrangler runs afowl of a wealthy rancher who takes the horses from him on a whim. When he tries to take them back, the wrangler is arrested, convicted, and sentenced. Abused by a sadistic warden, and determined to clear himself and recover his horses, he breaks out of prison and proceeds to lead the police on the most intense, violent, carnage-packed chase in state history. Starring Ethan Wayne, Bo Svenson, Ernest Borgnine, and Henry Silva. Rated: R. 1984 (WES)

**DVD 562 Abilene Town.**
Abilene is a cow town at the end of the long dusty trail from Texas. Its merchants and saloonkeepers thrive on the cattlemen's business. Lately homesteaders have been pouring in plowing and putting down roots. The cattlemen are against them and the townsfolk are unwilling to upset their best customers. Starring Randolph Scott, Lloyd Bridges, Rhonda Fleming, and Edgar Buchanan. Not rated. 1946. (WES)

**DVD 534 Powderkeg.**
1914, near the Mexican-American border: to save his brother from the hangman's noose, a ruthless bandit leader and his gang hijack a train and threaten to slay every soul aboard unless his brother is set free. Two adventurers are summoned by the president of the railroad to liberate the passengers. The only question is whether or not their plan will work or blow up in their faces. Starring Fernando Lamas, Michael Ansarra, Rod Taylor, and Dennis Cole. Rated PG. 1970. (WES)

**DVD 515 Molly and Lawless John.**
Married to the sheriff in a small western town, Molly's life is a dreary one. Her husband ignores her and they have no children. Yearning for love, she's vulnerable to the charms of a handsome young outlaw being held in the jail on bank robbery and murder charges. And he convinces her to run away with him. Starring: Vera Miles and Sam Elliott. Some violence and coarse language. Not rated. 1971. (WES)

**DVD 567 Bonanza.**